Dear Sir / Madam,

We present to you the eightieth edition of our Software Licensing Bulletin, which highlights concepts of IBM®’s Mailing Solution – IBM Notes® and IBM Domino®.

IBM Domino software is a server software that provides enterprise-grade collaboration capabilities across a wide range of uses and applications. IBM Domino software can be deployed as core e-mail and enterprise scheduling infrastructure, as a custom application platform, or both.

IBM Notes

IBM Notes is workation (client) software that provides an individual user with an integrated collaborative environment. IBM Notes is one of several client options for users to access the messaging and collaboration capabilities of the IBM Domino server software.

Two Domino server alternatives are available for licensing in this manner; both include messaging capabilities:

1. Domino Messaging Server – combines full support for the latest Internet mail standards with Domino’s messaging, calendar and scheduling, discussion database and reference database capabilities.

2. Domino Enterprise Server – provides all the functions of the IBM Domino Messaging Server, plus support for custom intranet and Internet applications. The applications may be developed in-house using IBM Domino Designer or acquired from an independent software vendor.

IBM Domino Utility Server licenses support unrestricted access to non-mail applications by web browser users, whether or not the application requires authentication. Access from an IBM Notes client is allowed, but requires a IBM Domino Enterprise Client access license acquired separately.

If you prefer client and server licensing, you pay for IBM Domino server licenses and client access licenses separately.

Client licence options are:

1. IBM Domino Enterprise Client access licence. Server access licence that provides access to the full range of client software (including desktop, web and mobile clients) used to access IBM Domino messaging and collaboration functions. These functions include team rooms and the capability to use Domino applications.

2. IBM Domino Messaging Client access licence: Server access licence that provides access to the full range of client software (including desktop, web and mobile clients) used to access IBM Domino messaging functions. These functions are limited to messaging, calendar and scheduling, personal information management (local address book and personal journal), blogging, discussion databases and document libraries.

3. IBM Domino Enterprise Client access licence: Server access licence that provides access to the full range of client software (including desktop, web and mobile clients) used to access IBM Domino messaging functions. This license includes a user licence to IBM Notes, IBM iNotes, IBM Notes Traveler, and IBM Domino Designer. In addition, this license provides entitlement to the following software for one user: IBM Sametime® Enterprise, IBM Connections Files and Profiles and IBM Mobile Connect clients.

4. Anonymous access to non-mail IBM Domino applications using a web browser: This licence includes a user licence to IBM Notes, IBM Notes Traveler, and IBM Domino Designer. In addition, this licence provides entitlement to the following software for one user: IBM Sametime® Entry, IBM Connections Files and Profiles and IBM Mobile Connect clients.

5. IBM Domino Messaging Server – combines full support for the latest Internet mail standards with Domino’s messaging, calendar and scheduling, discussion database and reference database capabilities.

6. IBM Notes is workstation (client) software that provides an individual user with an integrated collaborative environment. IBM Notes is one of several client options for users to access the messaging and collaboration capabilities of the IBM Domino server software.

We hope the bulletin was informative. We would be happy to arrange for any additional information that you may require on the subject. Please write to us at in-fmkpmgccsbulletin@kpmg.com, for any queries or feedback.

Regards,

KPMG in India

About KPMG in India’s software licensing team: We have an experienced team of over 160 professionals in India with diverse and in-depth knowledge of software licence, software asset management tool, Intellectual Property (IP) and contract review.
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